Get easy key storage
to drive accountability
iBox BT LE
Reliably store keys during the selling process, and ensure
easy handling for you and selling agents.
Ultimate protection, easy access
•

Provide efficient access for authorized keyholders that
you can seamlessly customize.

•

Easily hold gate cards and keys—store up to 5 keys, or
2 gate cards with 2 keys.

Take showings to the next level with Supra
Rely on Supra to keep you at the cutting edge of what
home buyers want. With Supra eKEY apps, you can
make real, authentic connections with home buyers.
Supra is a leading global provider of key management
solutions and released its first lockbox system in 1955.
Today, Real Estate Associations and Multiple Listing
Services across North America have implemented
the Supra system, enabling real estate agents to
efficiently market and show listed homes.
Supra offers innovative solutions for key management,
helping you drive success and close sales faster by
staying connected to what your home buyers want.

Count on convenient
keybox management

Lead. Connect. Sell.

SupraWEB
Manage key and keybox information in one place,
and easily communicate with clients and agents to
create better showing experiences.
Showing management made easy
•

•

Oversee updates—upload photos, send
feedback about market reaction, and schedule
automated listing reports.
Monitor the latest showing information—email
customized reports and easily connect with
other agents on the latest changes.

•

Set up real-time alerts, plus beginning
and ending showing notifications, so you
know what is happening at your listings.

Supra resources and partnerships
Constantly learn and improve with additional
training and resources, and get access to
impactful partnerships.

supraekey.com
800-547-0252 • © 2018 United
Technologies Corporation. All rights
reserved. Supra is a part of UTC Climate,
Controls & Security, a unit of United
Technologies Corporation.

Build connections
that matter
Supra® system: open the door to
a higher level of service

One solution,
endless opportunities

Enhance the real
estate listing and
showing process

When all your home buyer and showing information is
in one place, it’s easy to make a real connection. To
effectively address home buyer preferences, connect
with buying and selling agents, and more, you need a
holistic solution that delivers an interconnected digital
experience to delight home buyers and drive sales.
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2.5million

real-estate and MLS
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- Capture buyer preferences - Rate homes -

- View MLS content -

- Monitor favorites -

- Showing details and feedback - Home buyer profiles - Invite buyers to home tour -

Manage

- Efficient keybox access - Listing data at the door - Notifications and Alerts -

SupraWEB

- Manage keyboxes via desktop - Manage notifications -

iBox

- Storage for up to 5 keys - Access for authorized
keyholders -

Get real-time data at the door, including a listing
photo and current property notes.

•

Quickly and easily show properties using the
phone’s biometric feature—or even the Apple
Watch®.

•

Receive real-time showing information when
showings start and end.

Create real-time property notes for buyer’s
agents to view when opening the keybox.

•

Receive real-time alerts and notifications so
you can elevate visibility at properties.

Quickly open keyboxes and receive showing
notifications in real time with an easy-to-use
touchscreen key on a dedicated device.

•

View map and turn-by-turn directions to
listings at the tap of a button.

Electronic entry, automatic updates

Quickly and easily show properties using

Instant and at your service
•

Easily access your list of buyers and invite
them to engage with the Supra Home Tour
app in an instant.

•

Capture home buyer preferences
automatically in real-time—enable them to
easily share feedback with their friends and
family.

•

Help home buyers never forget a home—
give them the power to rate homes and
monitor favorites.

•

Stay up to date with home buyer preferences
to help close sales faster.
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XpressKEY®

- Close sales faster -

Home Tour

eKEY Pro

Easily gain access to properties—set access
hours to listings, change keybox shackle codes in
an instant, and track keybox inventory.

the phone’s biometric feature—or even the
Apple Watch®.

- Stay connected to buyers -

De

in Access

View and search MLS listings and agent
rosters—even when offline—and easily
connect with other agents.
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iBox BT LE keyboxes in use
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Quick access, real-time information

Get seamless access to real-time data
and information, and connect with home
buyers in new ways with an innovative app
designed just for them.

lockbox system and apps with
real-time access and information

Unlock new ways to work with home buyers
- Efficient keybox access -

Get efficient access and powerful information in a
new, modern look and feel—it’s simple to manage
keyboxes and access showing information wirelessly.

eKEY® Professional and
Supra Home Tour

ST

Rely on the Supra system to help
you cut through the crowd. Have
confidence you’re working with a
proven leader in keybox management
and real-time showing information.
Stay ahead of the pack with Supra’s
innovative system that delivers
actionable information, dependable
key storage, and keybox management
that helps you maintain accountability.

eKEY Basic

•

Use the sleek, compact touchscreen key to
access properties and attach keyboxes to
properties.

•

Receive real-time showing information once
the keybox is opened and when a showing
ends, and get automatic updates over your
cellular network.

•

Locate your misplaced XpressKEY using the
built-in GPS.

One solution,
endless opportunities
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estate listing and
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When all your home buyer and showing information is
in one place, it’s easy to make a real connection. To
effectively address home buyer preferences, connect
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holistic solution that delivers an interconnected digital
experience to delight home buyers and drive sales.
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